WALK LENGTH
About 2 and a half hours. Although the paths are joined by quiet lane walking, boots
are a must as there may be some muddy going. There is very little traffic on these
lanes. Beware electric fences.
CAR PARK
Village Hall car park (grid ref 620414)
1. Turn right up the lane and as you go past the entrance to the Manor to the left
you will see the small gate leading to the Parish Church – well worth a visit.
2. Follow the lane up and round a sharp bend to the left. There is a stone wall on
your left then a wood, then a telephone mast. Further on to the right climb up
some wooden steps over the bank. (Path 13) The way down is using old stone
stile steps to your left.
3. Continue up the field bearing diagonally away from the hedge, looking for a
wooden stile at the top of the field.
4. In the field the other side, go half left to a gate. Go through this gate and
immediately through another gate on your right.
5. Walk forward about 15 paces and you are at an invisible crossroads. Path 13
continues straight on, but at right angles you have path 19.
6. Turn sharp right onto the new path 19 and go down the field gradually bearing
left to another set of wooden steps up the bank by some trees. The way off the
bank is down some more stone steps but animals have broken down the bank
so there is a gap.
7. Whichever way you take, go straight on down a very stony over grown track to
another junction. Turn sharp left over what looks like a narrow concrete walled
ditch.
8. A few yards on and take a sharp right through a gate into a long meadow which
opens out with a stream down to the left and woods up to the right. Go straight
At the end of the valley, ignore the path going up to the right, and cross a little
boggy section, looking at the fence a few yards in front of you for a stile going
from left to right.
9. Cross the stile and continue on along the fence.
10. Pass through two gates and past a new stile on the left. Down to the left is the
mill stream, and a little further on, what remains of the old Bugford Mill although
it is now only some walls joined by modern concrete blocks.

11. Go through a gate and turn left onto a twisty section of lane, which brings you up
to another lane and signpost.
12. Although it is not yet marked, this the beginning of Path 18. Cross the road, up
between two barns, on through a gate, up a short track lined with allsorts, and
up through another gate.
13. Walk up the field, through another gate and at the top through a gate which
gives onto a green lane going down to a main road. If you crossed the road and
kept going you would end up in Combe Martin, but for safety sake we just cross
the road and turn right, using the grass verge and a layby to walk up the road to
a farm gate which is actually back across the road (Path 12).
14. Go down the tarmac farm track, round to the left and down past the farm
buildings to your left. Now be careful. In front is a stream to be forded, no bridge,
then turn sharp right up a track. Go a couple of hundred yards or so through a
gate and continue along with the hedge on your left. This hedge angles off
gently to the left.
15. At the next hedge go through the gate and continue along with the hedge now to
your right. At the next gate, leave the hedge and strike across the field towards a
cottage roof. This is across a lane and a stile will let you onto this lane.
16. Turn right and then left down another farm track, (Path 15), signed to Northcote
Manor Farm. You will come down to a farmhouse with a yard surrounded by
holiday cottages. You have to wiggle through the yard, out the other side and
turn sharp right leaving a pond on your left. Go though a gate into another
meadow.
17. Walk round the hill to the left, then angle right down the hill where there are two
bridges over a double stream with a stile between them.
18. Cross both bridges and walk straight up the next field to a metal gate.
19. Go through the gate and bear left up the track through woods to another track
junction, clearly marked, where you keep going up the hill. Up to another gate
into a field, the hedge on your right and through the gate.
20. Turn left up the lane (dogs on leads here!) past a house to the road.
21. Turn left down the lane and rejoin your outward route at the sharp bend.
Continue down the hill as soon you will be back at the Village Hall Car Park on
your left.

